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Abstract—This article is focused on the development of an energy management algorithm applied to a multi-stack 

fuel cell (FC) system for DC microgrid applications. To guarantee the performance of the FC stacks, the current 

ripple is reduced by employing multiphase interleaved boost converters. A proposed advanced control technique of 

the multi-stack with multiphase converters for the proton exchange membrane (PEM) FCs is estimated based on a 

differential flatness approach, in which it can track the power demand in real-time. Furthermore, the differential 

flatness based-control can ensure the balance of the DC bus voltage of the DC microgrid when load disturbance 

occurs. The flatness-based energy management strategy is based on both inner current loops (control of the multi-

stack PEMFC through their multiphase interleaved boost converters) and outer voltage loop (DC bus voltage 

regulation). Compared to classic PI controllers mainly based on the linearization of the system to obtain the transfer 

function (making complex its application), the flatness-based theory leans on time-domain making it easier its use for 

various applications while ensuring good performances. To validate the proposed control structure, an FC converter 

system (5 kW) is realized and validated in the laboratory. For hydrogen production, the methanol FC system has 

consisted of a reformer engine that changes water mixed methanol liquid into hydrogen to supply FC stacks 

(ME2Power Fuel Cell System: 50 V, 5 kW). The proposed control algorithm is tested experimentally by using a 
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dSPACE controller board platform. Simulation and test bench results authenticate the excellent performance during 

load cycles in DC microgrid. 

Keywords— DC microgrid; differential flatness control; Interleaved boost converter; fuel cell multi-stack; energy 

control. 

NOMENCLATURE 

Acronyms 

FC fuel cell. 

PEMFC proton exchange membrane fuel cell. 

PI proportional-integral. 

PM phase margin. 

Roman Symbols 

CB DC bus capacitance (F). 

d duty cycle. 

e error signal. 

EB DC bus capacitive energy (J). 

fs switching frequency (Hz). 

iFC input fuel cell current (A). 

iL inductor current (A). 

iLoad load current at the DC bus (A). 

Ki controller parameters. 

Kp controller parameters. 

L input inductance (H). 

pFC fuel cell power (W). 

pLoad load power (W). 

rL Resistive losses (Ω). 

vC DC bus voltage of the microgrid (V). 

vFC input fuel cell voltage (V). 

u inputs or control variables. 

x state variables (or state vector). 

y output vector (named in this article flat outputs). 

Subscripts 

c command signal. 

d desired reference. 

t trajectory. 
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v variable. 

Greek Symbols 

α positive integers. 

β positive integers. 

γ positive integers. 

ξ damping ratio. 

λ stabilizing output (named in this article control law). 

ωn natural frequency (rad.s-1). 

I. INTRODUCTION

Currently, proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is the fittest technology for DC microgrid 

applications since they offer compactness (i.e. high power density), and low operating temperature (enabling quick 

start-up), in comparison with other FC technologies [1],[2]. Nonetheless, they require the use of a noble-metal 

catalyst (i.e. platinum) leading up to the increase of their cost. The cost is not the only key issue but also the 

durability of PEMFC. Indeed, their limited durability impedes large-scale market penetration, both for automotive 

and stationary applications. Besides, for stationary applications, the expected durability is included between 60,000 

and 80,000-hour. For this reason, the use of suitable power electronics and robust control algorithms for the optimal 

energy management of PEMFC systems plays a key role to make them more cost-effective and efficient [3-5]. 

An FC generator supplied by a hydrogen reformer needs to be linked through power electronic circuits (DC/DC 

or DC/AC) [6],[7]. In general, an FC stack requires a conventional boost converter (DC/DC converter) to transform 

the FC output low voltage vFC to the high DC bus voltage vC set-point, and also to smooth the FC supply current iFC, 

as displayed in Fig. 1 [8-10]. In previous works reviewing DC-DC converter topologies for FC applications 

[11],[12], it has been emphasized that classic boost converters suffer from several disadvantages and cannot meet 

the expectations of DC-DC converters for FC applications. Indeed, classic boost converters feature limited voltage 

ratio (making them not fit for applications requiring high-voltage ratios such as DC microgrid and transportation), 

high current ripple by keeping the inductor small, and one single switch limiting their use for low-power 

applications. Furthermore, they are not available if a power switch failure occurs. As a result, the utilization of 

paralleling boost power circuits (called “multiphase”) with the interleaved switching approach may offer better 

efficiency, reliability in case of electrical failures [13-15]. Besides, these circuits enable extending their use to high-

power applications, particularly interesting in developing high-power DC microgrids. 
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Fig. 1.  FC/reformer power plant for DC microgrid applications. 

Nevertheless, many technical barriers constrain PEMFCs energy-generating as a reliable energy source for DC 

microgrid applications. One restrictive issue is that PEMFCs supply low power and voltage at their outputs. Single 

PEMFC stack might not drive a load at DC bus through the interface converter. Moreover, to amplify the overall 

output power, to improve system reliability, and to accomplish robustness against system failures, there is a 

requirement for combining energy from multiple PEMFC stacks [16],[17]. In this work, as illustrated in Fig. 2, one 

proposes the multi-stack with multiphase interleaved boost converters for PEMFCs supplied by hydrogen reformer 

engine for the DC microgrid system, in which multiphase boost converters (here 2 phases) are coupled at the output 

of each stack (here 2 stacks), which are subsequently interfaced in parallel to distribute the load at the common DC 

bus. Two-phase interleaved boost converters have been chosen for experimental purposes. Indeed, the generation of 

their PWM gate control signals can be easily achieved by using a dSPACE controller board. From three phases, a 

microcontroller or FPGA board must be used to generate the PWM gate control signals due to the limited sampling 

period of dSPACE controller board [18]. 

In the literature, several works have been reported concerning the development of energy management for 

multi-stack fuel cell applications [19-21]. In [19], the authors have developed a rule-based energy management 

strategy for a multi-stack fuel cell system (based on a parallel architecture) and a battery system for automotive 

applications; whereas in [21], adaptive energy management strategy based on two different approaches (i.e. daisy 

chain and equal distribution) has been employed to manage a multi-stack fuel cell system combined with a battery 

system according to the requested power. In both works, the energy management strategy is validated in simulation 

but the regulation of the DC bus voltage has not been taken into consideration. In comparison, in [20], the authors 

have proposed energy and indirect sliding mode controllers applied to a multi-stack fuel cell system (based on a 

parallel architecture) and a supercapacitor module for transportation applications to regulate DC bus voltage and 

supercapacitor voltage as well. Simulation and experimental results are presented to validate the effectiveness of 

the proposed strategy. 
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Fig. 2.  Proposed two stack FC with two phase parallel boost converters for each stack for dc microgrid networks. 

Generally, the difficulties in regulating boost converters lie in the existent external/internal disturbances and 

their nonlinear nature, and parameter variations [22],[23]. Unidentified fluctuations of both the input source voltage 

and the external load power demanded to degrade the performance of the compensators. Input source voltage 

fluctuations are an often−encountered circumstance that may occur from the utilization of PEMFC stacks. An 

effective control law must suddenly respond even under system disturbances. In the literature [20],[24-27], various 

approaches have been studied to stabilize the DC bus voltage (here, the most important variable) such as sliding 

mode [20],[25], modulated hysteresis [24], fuzzy logic [26], and observers and Lyapunov-based controllers [27]. 

These approaches have demonstrated their effectiveness in ensuring the stability of the DC bus for dynamic 

operations compared to classic linear proportional-integral (PI) controllers. It has to be noted that the DC bus 

voltage vC of the classic boost DC/DC converter is of non-minimum phase (right-half plane zero), which constrains 

the compensator implementation since the dynamic system is unstable around the operating point [28]. 

Nevertheless, it has been demonstrated that the differential flatness based-control theory allows stabilizing to boost 

converter systems [29],[30]. For clarity, Fig. 3 displays an experimental evaluation of the differential flatness-based 

and classic (PI) control approaches, which sets a DC bus output voltage of 60 V in a four−phase boost converter 

(parallel interleaved switching) generated by a Li-Ion battery energy source to step an external load power 

demanded, as studied by Thounthong et al. [31]. In this work, the control of a hybrid energy system (photovoltaic 

system, FC system, and Li-ion battery module) is investigated by using two different control approaches. Indeed, 

the DC bus voltage is regulated through the use of a flatness-based controller (Fig. 3); whereas the different DC-

DC converters connected to the sources are controlled through inner current loops-based on PI controllers. To 

realize a practical observation between the control approaches, the PI control parameters were set to achieve the 

optimum dynamics at a phase margin (PM) of 30° and 55°. Fig. 3 depicts the DC bus voltage regulations at 
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different compensators. It displays the DC bus voltage, the external load power, and the Li-Ion battery power. At t 

= 100 ms, the external load power is increased from 0 W to 300 W; one may examine that the differential flatness-

based control depicts optimum response and excellent stability of the DC bus output voltage. Even though the 

dynamic response of the PI controller could be enhanced comparative to that revealed in Fig. 3, this operation 

comes at the risk of a stability margin: rising overshoot and signal fluctuation. Finally, compared to PI controllers 

where the design is based on frequency domain requiring the use of Laplace transform, the flatness-based theory is 

based on time-domain making it easier its application for different systems [31].  

Based on the current literature where a few articles have been reported for the energy management of multi-

stack fuel cell systems [19-21],[32] and the previous work on this topic [31], the main contribution of this article is 

to develop a flatness-based energy management strategy based on both inner current loops (multiphase interleaved 

boost converters) and outer voltage loop (DC bus voltage regulation) applied to a multi-stack PEMFC system. The 

control strategy has been developed and designed so that it can regulate the DC bus voltage while managing both 

multi-stacks PEMFC through their multiphase interleaved boost converter according to the load demand. 

Experimental tests have been carried out a suitable experimental test bench to validate the developed control 

strategy according to different dynamic load profiles.  

 

Fig. 3.  Comparative study of the differential flatness-based control with a PI compensator by a Li-Ion battery 

connected with multi-phase boost converters during an external load step from 0 W to 300 W at t = 100 ms [25]. 
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The article is composed of four sections. After presenting the current literature on this research topic and the 

reasons to carry out this work; in section II, a short brief of the differential flatness based-control theory, a general 

description of the system, the differential equations of the complex FC converters, and the proposed control 

algorithm and stability proof are provided. Section III presents the validation of the proposed control algorithm 

through simulation and real test bench results in the laboratory. Lastly, conclusions and perspectives are given in 

Section IV. 

II. DESIGN OF THE CONTROLLER 

A. Summary of The Differential Flatness Control Approach 

Firstly, before utilizing the differential flatness calculation approach, it is important to confirm that the system is 

flat. Flatness estimation was originally proposed by Fliess et al. [33] in 1995. Acknowledge the following nonlinear 

network: 

( ) mn
1 ,, ℜ∈ℜ∈= uxuxx ,f&           (1) 

( ) m
2 , ℜ∈= yuxy ,f            (2) 

where y is output vector (here, named the flat outputs), x is state variables (or state vector), and u is input or control 

variables. 

Mathematically, a nonlinear network can be determined as a flatness when the following two essential 

constraints are fulfilled: 

1) The flat outputs y can be presented in the function of control input variables u, state vector x and a 

finite number of input’s derivatives 

( )( )α
uuuuxf ....,,,,y &&&=y            (3) 

2) The state vector x and control input variables u can be written according to the flat outputs y and a 

finite number of its derivatives as 

( )( )β
yyyyf ....,,x &&&=x            (4) 

( )( )γ
yyyyf ....,,u &&&=u            (5) 

where α, β, and γ are positive integers; these numbers depend on the order of the system and y(r) is the rth derivative 

for time. The flat output variables y are equal in number to the control vector u.  

If the selected output variables can be verified to be flat output variables y, the desired output reference yd 

becomes uncomplicated and straightforward. Indeed, for the 1st order ordinary differential equations, the dynamics 

of the appearing error dynamics can be defined by providing a new stabilizing output λ (named here, “control law”, 

as shown in Fig. 4) [34],[35]. 

( ) ( ) ( )didpd0 yyKyyKyy −+−+−= &&&&&& .         (6) 
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Then, 

( ) ( ) τλ dyyKyyKyy ∫ −+−+== didpd&&          (7) 

where Kp and Ki are the set of controller parameters. According to (5) and (7), for the 1st order ordinary 

differential equations, these results in the following control vector: 

( )λ,yfu=u             (8) 

where the control variables are estimated depending on the desired flat outputs yd and measured flat outputs y. 

The controller parameters Kp and Ki are chosen such that the roots of the second-order standard equation, in the 

complex variable s [36], 

( )
( ) 2

n0n00
2

2
n0

d s2s ωωζ
ω

++
=

sy

sy
          (9) 

Evidently, the error signal, dyye −= , yields 

2
n0n00

2
ip s2s ωωζ ++=++ eKeKe &&& .         (10) 

2
n0in00p ,2 ωωζ == KK .          (11) 

where, ζ0 and ωn0 are the standard 2nd order damping ratio and natural frequency that specify properties such as 

response time, overshoot, and bandwidth. Note here that equation (9) is written in the complex frequency domain; 

however, it is simple in time domain representation as shown in Fig. 4, and to implement in a microcontroller by 

coding a software programming (Simulink Blocks; C or Assembly languages), it is composed of 3 terms: 

proportional, integral, and derivative terms. 

 

Fig. 4.  Concept of the differential flatness control approach of the 1st order ordinary differential equations. 

Finally, the trajectory of yd is defined to determine the following requirements: response time of the flat 

output variable y and limiting the maximum power during the initial state. For this reason, the trajectory response 

of yd is formed to be a 2nd order system by using a standard 2nd order equation as follows [37]: 

( )
( ) 2

nTnTT
2

2
nT

C

d

s2s ωωζ
ω

++
=

sy

sy
          (12) 

where, yC is the command signal, ζ1 and ωn1 are the defined damping ratio and natural frequency. It is displayed in 

Fig. 4 and should be noted that x0 is the internal state variable in time domain. 
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B. Multistack FC with Multiphase Parallel Boost Converter Modeling 

Fig. 2 shows the circuits of the studied DC/DC power converters for FC higher power applications. To 

simplify, the two FC stacks and two-phase parallel interleaved boost converters for each stack are studied. 

The well-known port-Hamiltonian form of the boost converters are written as [38] – [40]: 

( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( ) ξug
H

RJ
x +⋅+

∂
∂⋅−= x

x

x
xx

dt

d ,               (13)
 

where nℜ∈x is the state vector; mℜ∈u is the input control vector; H is the global stored energy; J and R 

are the natural interconnection and damping matrices, respectively, with J = −JT and R = RT ≥ 0; g is the 

port characteristic matrix; and ξ is the external disturbance vector. Then, one writes: 

( ) ( )

( )

( )
48476

876

444444 8444444 76

48476

444444444 8444444444 76

48476

ξ

u

g

xH

RJ

x
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with, ( ) ( )2
CB

2
22L22

2
21L21

2
12L12

2
11L112

1
vCiLiLiLiLx ++++=H  ,       (14.2)  

where d is the controlled duty cycles of the converter (d ∈ [0,1]), , vC is the DC bus voltage, iL is the inductor 

current, iLoad is the external load current at the DC bus, CB is the DC bus capacitance, L is the input inductance of 

both interleaved boost converters, rL represents the losses in each DC/DC converter module, vFC1 and vFC2 are the 

FC voltages of the first and second stacks, iFC1 (= iL11 + iL12) is the first FC current, and finally iFC2 (= iL21 + iL22) is 

the second FC current. 

The stored energy EB in the DC bus capacitance CB can be expressed as follows: 

2
CBB 2

1
vCE =              (15)

 

A reduced-order model of the studied FC boost power converters is illustrated in Fig. 5. The derivative of the 

DC bus stored energy EB according to pFC1o, pFC1o, and pLoad is given by: 

Load

T

FC2o

22o21o

FC1o

12o11oB pppppE

p

pp

−+++=

4444 84444 76

4847648476
&           (16) 

where, 
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2
L11L11L11FC111o irivp ⋅−⋅=            (17.1)

 
2

L12L12L12FC112o irivp ⋅−⋅=            (17.2)
 

2
L21L21L21FC221o irivp ⋅−⋅=            (17.3)

 
2

L22L22L22FC222o irivp ⋅−⋅=            (17.4) 

 

Fig. 5.  Reduced-order model of the studied FC step-up power converters. 

C. Inner Inductor Current Control 

The FC powers pFC1 and pFC2 are determined as the output components. In this case, the total FC power is 

controlled through the FC current. At this point, 2-phase parallel DC/DC converters are implemented for each FC 

stack. In that case, one may express: 

FC1

FC1
FC1

v

p
i = , 

FC2

FC2
FC2

v

p
i =            (18) 

2
FC1

L12L11
i

ii == , 
2

FC2
L22L21

i
ii ==          (19)

 

To prove that the current loop is flat, it has been decided to choose the inductor current as of the flat variables yC 

= [iL11, iL12, iL21, iL22]T, and the control variables uI =  [d11, d12, d21, d22]T, afterward the state variables xC can be 

written (refer to (4)) as 

[ ]
( )yy

x

xII

T
L22L21L12L11I

f

iiii

==
= ,,,           (20) 

Proof: According to (5) for the 1st order system ( )yyf &,u=u  and (13.1) − (13.4), the control vector uC can be 

derived as follows: 
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( )IIuC

I

C22

C21

C12

C11

I

CL22

CL21

CL12

CL11

CFC2

CFC2

CFC1

CFC1

22

21

12

11

I

,

L000

0L00

00L0

000L

000

000

000

000

1

1

1

1

yy

yyu

&

&

f

v

v

v

v

vr

vr

vr

vr

vv

vv

vv

vv

d

d

d

d

=

⋅


















+⋅


















+


















−
−
−
−

=


















=

     
(21)

 

According to the flatness control theory presented in the subsection A, it is obvious that the current loops can be 

proved as a flat system because (20) and (21) are reliable with (4) and (5). 

Finally, refer to (7), (10), and (11), the feedback control law is set: 

( ) ( ) τdKK
t

∫ −+−+=
0

IIdiIIIdpIIdI yyyyyλ &         (22) 

where KpI = diag{KpI11, KpI12, KpI21, KpI22} and KiI = diag{K iI11, K iI12, KiI21, KiI22} and 

2
nIiInIIpI ,2 ωωζ == KK .          (23) 

Finally, according to (12), the trajectory response of yId is set as follows: 

( )
( ) 2

nTInTITI
2

2
nTI

IC

Id

s2s ωωζ
ω

++
=

s

s

y

y
          (24) 

D. Outer DC Bus Voltage Control 

To stabilize the DC bus voltage vC to the desiderate value vCd, a flatness estimator has been employed. In 

this work, the DC bus voltage is indirectly regulated by stabilizing the stored energy in the output capacitance CB. 

Therefore, it has been defined that the DC bus stored energy EB (refer to (15) is the candidate flat variable yV. 

Then, the state variable xV can be estimated according to the flat variable: 

( )yf
y

x xV
B

V
V C

2 ==            (25) 

Proof: According to (5) for the 1st order system ( )yyf &,u=u  and (16), the control variable uV can be derived as 

follows: 

( )VVuV

Load
B

V
VTV

,

C

2

yy &

&

f

i
y

yPu

=

⋅+==
          (26) 

According to the flatness control theory presented in section A, the outer energy control loop can be proved 

as a flat system because (25) and (26) are reliable with (4) and (5). 

Again, refer to (7), (10), and (11), the closed-loop control law is set: 

( ) ( ) τdyyKyyKyy
t

∫ −+−+==
0

VVdiVVVdpVVdVV &&λ        (27) 

where  

2
nViVnVVpV ,2 ωωζ == KK           (28) 
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Finally, according to (12), the trajectory response of yVd is set as follows: 

( )
( ) 2

nTVnTVTV
2

2
nTV

VC

Vd

s2s ωωζ
ω

++
=

sy

sy
         (29) 

E. Summary of the Control Laws and Stability Analysis 

The proposed control of the FC power plant previously introduced is displayed in Fig. 6. A DC bus voltage 

reference vCd and a DC bus voltage measurement vC are transformed to energy signals yVC and yV by using (15). 

Then, the energy trajectory planning (29) generates an energy set-point yVd. Next, the control law (28) and the 

control vector (27) generates an FC total power reference pT  (= uV); this signal is restricted to protect the total FC 

power within an interval [minimum power PTMin, maximum power PTMax]. This results in the FC stack powers (with 

limitation within an interval [PFC1Min, PFC1Max] and [PFC2Min, PFC2Max]) and the converter powers as follows: 

2TFC2oFC1o ppp ==            (30.1) 

2FC1o12o11o ppp == , 2FC2o22o21o ppp ==         (30.2) 

According to (17), the inductor current commands yIC = [iL11C, iL12C, iL21C, iL22C]T can be expressed as follows:  

( )
L12L11

1Max11o
FC1

1Max
L12CL11C 112

rr

pp
v

p
ii

=
−−==        (30.3)

 

( )
L22L21

2Max21o
FC2

1Max
L22CL21C 112

rr

pp
v

p
ii

=
−−==        (30.4) 

with, 

L11

2
FC1

1Max 4r

v
p = , 

L21

2
FC2

2Max 4r

v
p =           (30.5) 

For safety reasons, the inductor current command iLC (= yIC) has to be set in rank, i.e., within a space [minimum 

current ILMin (set to 0 A), maximum current ILMax (corresponding to a converter rated power)]. Afterward, the 

trajectory planning (24) estimates an inductor current demand yId. As a final point, the control laws (22) and control 

vector (21) generate duty cycle control signals uI =  [d11, d12, d21, d22]T. 

Stability Proof: The association between and the high switching frequency fS and the above-mentioned natural 

frequency ωn is roughly particular based on the cascade control structure [41]. According to the Nyquist theorem, 

the desired natural frequency can be expressed as follows: 

( )SSnInTInVnTV 2 ωπωωωω =⋅⋅<<<<<<<< f .        (31) 

According to the Symmetrical Optimum Method, the desired damping coefficient ζ  can be tuned as follows: 

LawsControl
IV

2

1== ζζ , 
PlaningTrajectoryTITV 1== ζζ .       (32) 

 Finally, the proposed flatness control approach is a nonlinear model-based control, in which the system 

needs to know the system parameters (CB, rL, L) referred as the control vector (21), the current command 
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generations (30), and the energy generation (15). This is the main disadvantage of this control algorithm. However, 

model errors and system uncertainties, the integral actions of the flat outputs (yV and yI) are introduced to the 

closed-loop system. This integral term [linked to the integral gains KiI (22) and KiV (27)] excellently compensates 

the system uncertainties such as the uncertainties in rL, L, etc., so that it can guarantee that the flat output set-point 

yd is always equal to the flat output y at the equilibrium point. 

 

Fig. 6.  Designed cascade control loop scheme for multi-stack FC with multiphase interleaved boost converters. 

III. PERFORMANCE VALIDATION 

 The FC/hydrogen reformer system and FC converter test bench are realized to substantiate the performance 

of the proposed control approach, as illustrated in Fig. 7. The tested FC reformer engine includes a ME2Power Fuel 

Cell System: stack #1 2.5 kW, 50 V, and stack #2 2.5 kW, 50 V. The 5 kW Methanol System (2.5 kW for each 

stack) consists of using a fuel reformer reactor that converts chemically methanol fuel with water into hydrogen H2 

to both FC stacks. The proposed controller algorithm (see Fig. 6) is realized through a dSPACE MicroLabBox 

platform linking the mathematical estimations of MATLAB–Simulink with a sampling frequency of 25 kHz (= 40 

μs of the sampling time) (which is synchronized with a switching frequency fS (= 25 kHz) of the FC converters). 

The circuit parameters of the FC converters are summarized in Table I and the system control parameters are listed 

in Table II.  

 

Fig. 7.  Test bench platform of FC power plant supplied by 2-Stack PEMFCs/Reformer at the Renewable Energy 

Research Centre (RERC). 
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TABLE I.  POWER BOOST CONVERTERS 

Symbol Quantity Nominal Value  

vC Nominal DC Bus Voltage 100 V 

vFC1= vFC2 Nominal FC Voltage 50 V 

L1 = L2 = L3 = L4 Inductances 200 µH 

rL11 = rL12 = 

rL21= rL22 
Resistive losses 0.06 Ω 

CB DC bus capacitance 2,000 µF 

fS   

S11, S12, S21, S22 

Constant Switching Frequency 

Power MOSFET, IXFN90N85X 

25 kHz 

850 V, 90 A 

 

TABLE II.  CONTROLLER PARAMETERS 

Symbol Value Symbol Value  

ωS 
157,079 

rad/s 
PTMax 5 kW 

ωnI 7,500 rad/s PTMin 0 kW 

ωnTI 750 rad/s PFC1Max 2.5 kW 

ωnV 75 rad/s PFC2Max 2.5 kW 

ωnTV 7.5 rad/s PFC1Min 0 kW 

ζI = ζV 0.707 pu. PFC2Min 0 kW 

ζTV = ζTI  1 pu. ILMax 25 A 

  ILMin 0 A 

 

The screen waveforms in Figs. 8 and 9 display the switching behaviors of the parallel boost converters at the FC 

power of 700 W of the 1st FC converter and 780 W of the 2nd FC converter, respectively. In Fig. 8, CH1 is the 

measured inductor current iL11, CH2 is the measured inductor current iL12, CH3 is the FC current iFC1, CH4 is the FC 

voltage vFC1. In Fig. 9, CH1 is the measured inductor current iL21, CH2 is measured the inductor current iL22, CH3 is 

the FC current iFC2, CH4 is the FC voltage vFC2. The oscilloscope plots illustrate the inductor ripple current 

cancellation. iFC1 represents the sum of inductor currents iL11 and iL12; while iFCs is the sum of inductor currents iL21 

and iL22. The measurement current clamps were tuned at 5 A.div-1 ratios. Each FC converter is two-phase 

interleaved boost converters (Fig. 2) operating 180° out of phase; as a result, the inductor ripple currents contribute 

to compensate each other and decrease the FC ripple current generated by the input inductors. From these signals, 

one can be observed that the FC ripple currents are nearly zero. 
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Fig. 8.  Obtained experimental results: Switching waveforms of the 1st FC converter at pFC1 = 700 W. 

 

Fig. 9.  Obtained experimental results: Switching waveforms of the 2nd FC converter at pFC2 = 780 W. 

Next, to reveal dynamic control of the DC bus voltage at different load steps, the screen waveforms in Figs. 10 

and 11 illustrate the DC bus voltage vC behavior to the large load power requested (disturbance); whereas the DC 

bus of 100 V was loaded with a controlled electronic load. In Figs. 10 and 11, CH1 is the DC bus voltage vC, CH2 

is the 1st FC voltage vFC1, CH3 is the 2nd FC voltage vFC2, CH4 is the external load power pLoad, CH5 is the FC 

power pFC1, CH6 is the FC power pFC2, CH7 is the duty cycle d11, CH8 is the 1st FC current iFC1, CH9 is the 

measured inductor current iL11. For the first scenario, the load power pLoad was changed from 480 to 900 W (↑ 

positive transition) at t = 50 ms. Second, the load power was considered from 900 to 480 W (↓ negative transition) 

at t = 50 ms.. As can be observed in Figs. 10 and 11, the first FC power pFC1 was well controlled and always equal 

to the second FC power pFC2, and the DC bus output voltage and the inductor currents settle to theirs equilibrium 

points with good dynamic performance under the two regimes. Thanks to the integrator action in the proposed 
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control laws (22) and (27), there are no steady−state errors of the DC bus voltage at the fixed-point and the DC bus 

voltage is slightly affected by the great load step. 

Fig. 12 shows the signals that were collected during the long load cycle, including the DC bus voltage vC, the 1st 

voltage vFC1, the external load power pLoad, the 1st FC power pFC1, the 2nd FC power pFC2, the 1st FC current iFC1, the 

2nd FC current iFC2, and the measured inductor current iL21. In the initial state, the load power is around 500 W; as a 

result, the first FC power and second FC power are 250 W to supply the energy for the load. At t1, the demanded 

load power has increased from to 500 W to 1,200 W; again the first FC power and second FC power are 600 W. 

Next, at t2, the requested load power has risen up from to 1,200 W to 500 W; at t3, the load power steps from to 500 

W to around 1,800 W; and finally at t4, the load power has increased from to 1,800 W to 500 W. Once again, the 

first FC power pFC1 was well regulated and constantly equal to the second FC power pFC2 to supply the energy for 

the load (pLoad ≈ pFC1 + pFC2). The essential variable necessary to stabilize the energy in this complicated network is 

the DC bus voltage. From the laboratory tested corroboration, the DC bus voltage is intelligently regulated at the 

constant desired value, i.e., vC = 100 V. This laboratory test authenticates that the energy in the DC microgrid is 

well managed. 

For the sake of comparison, a conventional cascade linear PI control method is briefly explained. The inner 

control loops consist of four inductor currents iL11, iL12, iL21, iL22, and the outer control loop consists of dc-bus 

voltage vC. The linear feedback PI control laws are given by the following expressions: 

( ) ( ) τdiiKiiKd
t

∫ −+−=
0

11Ld11LIi11Ld11LPi11 ,        (33.1) 

( ) ( ) τdiiKiiKd
t

∫ −+−=
0

12Ld12LIi12Ld12LPi12 ,        (33.2) 

( ) ( ) τdiiKiiKd
t

∫ −+−=
0

21Ld21LIi21Ld21LPi21 ,        (33.3)  

( ) ( ) τdiiKiiKd
t

∫ −+−=
0

22Ld22LIi22Ld22LPi22 ,        (33.3) 

( ) ( ) τdvvKvvKp
t

∫ −+−=
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where KPi, KIi, KPv, and KIv are the set of controller parameters. 
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Fig. 10.  Experimental results: Dynamic performance of the FC converter during a load power increase from 480 

W to 900 W. 
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Fig. 11.  Experimental results: Dynamic performance of the FC converter during a load power decrease from    

900 W to 500 W. 
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Fig. 12.  Experimental results: FC converter response during load cycle. 
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To compare the effectiveness of the proposed flatness control laws and classic linear PI control laws, a numerical 

simulation has been performed. The simulations performed by MATLAB/Simulink are functioned using a 

switching model of the four-phase boost converters. To give a reasonable comparison between the methods, the 

parameters of the linear PI controllers have been tuned to obtain the best possible performance. Subsequently, KPi = 

0.005 A−1, KIi1 = 400 A·s−1, KPv = 25 W·V−1, and KIv = 2,500 W·V·s−1. Fig. 13 shows the simulation results 

obtained for both control laws during a large load step from 480 W to 900 W at t = 50 ms. CH1–CH8 represent the 

DC-bus voltage, first FC voltage, first FC current, load power, first-inductor current iL11, fourth-inductor current 

iL22, first duty cycle d11, and fourth duty cycle d22, respectively. The proposed flatness control laws exhibit good 

convergence of the dc-bus voltage regulation to its desired set-point of 100 V (= vCd). Although the dynamic 

response of the linear control law could be improved relative to that shown in Figure 13(a), this enhancement could 

come at the expense of a system oscillation. From these results, we conclude that the proposed flatness control 

provided better performance than the classical PI controller. 

Finally, given that the proposed flatness control lives in the plane, it is possible to observe a global picture of the 

behavior of the controllers by drawing its phase plot (vector field): vC VS iFC (iFC = iFC1 + iFC2). This plot as shown 

in Fig. 14 is obtained by performing simulations of the closed−loop system with a wide range of initial conditions 

(� ): 600 W, 800 W, 1200 W, 1400 W, and 1600 W. It can be seen that the system converges to the desired 

equilibrium point [pLoad = 1000 W, xd = (iFCd, vCd) = (20.88 A, 100 V)]. 
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Fig. 13.  Simulation results: Output voltage vC regulation, contrasting the response of a PI controller against the 

proposed flatness controller: (a) cascade control based on PI controllers, (b) cascade control based on flatness 

controllers. 
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Fig. 14.  Phase plots of the system with the proposed flatness control laws for different initial conditions. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This article dealt with the investigation and design of nonlinear model-based control of a multi-stack PEMFC 

system with the multiphase interleaved boost converters. The multi-stack technology composes of several low 

powered fuel cell stacks in place of a single high powered fuel cell stack. A multi-stack FC system is attractive 

since it offers modularity, which makes the FC system substitution more suitable and fault-tolerant to ensure a 

continuity of service in case of electrical failures. A flatness-based control strategy has been applied to a multi-

stack fuel cell system to ensure the stability of the DC bus and to manage the energy flows of both multi-stack fuel 

cells through their respective multiphase interleaved boost converters to face different dynamic load requests. The 

strategy is based on inner current loops applied to multiphase interleaved boost converters; whereas an outer 

voltage loop is applied to the DC bus for energy control. An experimental test including two PEMFC stacks (2.5 

kW, 50 V) supplied by a hydrogen reformer (5 kW), and interleaved boost converters has been realized in the 

laboratory. The control algorithm has been implemented into a dSPACE MicroLabBox board and simulation in 

Matlab/Simulink. The obtained results both for steady-state and dynamic operations have enabled validating the 

excellent performance of the DC microgrid stabilization. In the continuity of this work, the DC microgrid will 

include an electrolyzer system (to take advantage of a long-term energy storage) to develop energy management 

based on nonlinear control to optimize the performance of the system.  
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